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Week 9 Term 2

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Dear Parents and Friends of Melrose Primary
Welcome to Week 9. With the cooler weather now upon us, we hope that you
are keeping well and warm.

Tuesday 5th July
Tag Rugby at Jamestown
Community School

Assessment and Reporting
As we move towards the first written report of the year being sent by post this
Friday, we thought that it would be timely to share some information about the
role Assessment and Reporting plays in our school.

Friday 8th July
School assembly 1.45pm

What is Assessment and Reporting?
At Melrose PS, assessment refers to how information and data are gathered, and
the judgements staff make from these about student progress and achievement.
Reporting refers to how this progress and achievement is shared with students
and their families. It is an ongoing connected process and involves continually
sharing this information in a variety of different forms, not just a written re port
twice a year.

Friday 8th July
Early dismissal
End of Term 2

Monday 25th July
School resumes
Term 3
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Why do we assess learning?
Teachers assess students to identify, reflect and plan future learning
accordingly, based on the data and information gathered. Assessments provide
opportunity to report back and give feedback to students and families about
how they are going in their learning, what they have mastered and what they
still need to master.
What do we assess?
The Australian Curriculum defines the knowledge, understanding and skills that
students are directed to learn each year. This information is contained in the
achievement standard for each learning area. These standards are underpinned
by the content descriptors and general capabilities, which provide the learning
intentions and the success criteria that are used to plan with. Another
curriculum document that is used is the Child Protection Curriculum.
Formative and summative assessments?
Formative assessments allow students to receive regular and ongoing feedback
about their progress and learning. It provides teachers with the opportunity to
monitor learning and gives time to check-in on individuals. Summative
assessments are designed to provide a judgement against an achievement
standard at a particular point in time. The tools used to collect this information
range from observations, checklists, rubrics, tests, work samples, projects,
presentations, and many other forms.
What is moderation?
Moderation is the process teachers engage in to support the consistency of
their judgements. The use of the Australian Curriculum achievement standards
provides a common reference point for reporting to families on student
achievement.

Teachers engage in moderation discussions with colleagues over the year to confirm their judgements about
students’ achievements against these standards.
Written Reports
The purpose of twice-yearly reporting is to provide families with a summary overview of the achievement and
progress of each child for the current reporting period. The report summarises the evidence that has been
gathered about the student’s achievement and makes judgements against the Australian Curriculum standards
which have been covered in that time period. The report uses a Commonwealth Government mandated A -E
reporting framework and contains the following word equivalents negotiated by South Australia:
A
Your child is demonstrating excellent achievement of what is expected at this year level
B
Your child is demonstrating good achievement of what is expected at this year level
C
Your child is demonstrating satisfactory achievement of what is expected at this year level
D
Your child is demonstrating partial achievement of what is expected at this year level
E
Your child is demonstrating minimal achievement of what is expected at this year level
The benchmark for your child to meet the Australian Curriculum achievement standards is satisfactory. This
means they have demonstrated the skills and learning relevant to their year level. This same language is also
featured on many of the rubrics and assessments which are posted to Seesaw each term as well.
Continuous Loop of Assessment
As mentioned previously, the way that progress of student learning and achievement is reported to families is a
continuous and ongoing process. We believe the most effective reporting occurs when various approaches are
used throughout the year. You are also strongly encouraged to contact your child’s teacher at any time
throughout the year to discuss your child’s learning as this active involvement highlight s to the student the
positive importance of education. It is by working together that the best possible learning outcomes for your
child will be achieved.
The following is a list of the different ways reporting occurs, many of these are repeated multiple times
throughout the year.
 Curriculum Term Overviews
 Information/Welcome Evenings
 Learning Conversations
 Common Assessment Rubrics
 Written Reports
 Parent Meetings, Phone Calls and Emails
 Photos, Videos and Work Samples
 Anecdotal notes to record evidence of learning
 Provide student feedback verbally or written
 Use of checklists, success criteria


I hope that you found this information helpful. If you have any questions about how your child is going or what
they can do to enhance their learning, please do not hesitate to contact your child’s teacher.
Reading Volunteers
A big thank you to those parents who are volunteering their time listening to our Junior Primary class students
read in the mornings. It is appreciated and our students are enjoying this opportunity.
If you are considering volunteering at our school please contact the Front Office for more information.
Regards
Murray

Reconciliation Week Activities
We celebrated Reconciliation Week with Aunty Denise
Wilton, an Adnyamathanha (Rock People) women. Aunty
Denise spent the morning in the Junior Primary teaching us
about her language and culture. We learnt how to greet in
Adnyamathanha and also some of the words for parts of our
body. We then learnt the song ‘Oh My Walla’ and the
actions that go with the song.
In the afternoon the whole school spent time around the
campfire, hearing an Adnyamathanha story from the
Dreaming, a story about keeping children safe. It was the
Damper Hill story.

We then made damper, and put them on our twisty sticks and cooked them in the fire. Once they were cooked we
smothered them with butter, honey or jam. Warndu inha madlyinda – Tastes good!
The word for hello is Nangga. So nangga everyone!
It was a warndu-urya (good) day!

SRC – Movie Day
Friday the 24th of June saw the SRC hold a successful ‘Movie Day’.
Bags of Popcorn, Pop Tops and Chocolate frogs were available for
purchase. The Year 6 leaders happily put these together.
A small profit was made on the day and this money along with icy pole
sales will put towards the purchase ‘LED Light Box Tracing Board’ for
the school.
Luca was a delightful movie enjoyed by all ages.
Mrs Piggott

Flinders Mobile Library
In isolation, and need something to read
in a hurry?
Don't forget your child is a member of
the Flinders Mobile Library, so via their
library membership you, as a family,
have access to all of the
e-books, e-audios and e-magazines of the
SA Libraries network. These
items can be borrowed and read / listened
to on a phone,
tablet or computer. Entertainment
without leaving home!
For more information:
www.onecard.network/flindersmobile
or email:
flindersmobile.library@gmail.com
Phone: 08 8662 2305

